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1 HOUSE BILL NO. 2594
2 FLOOR AMENDMENT IN THE NATURE OF A SUBSTITUTE
3 (Proposed by Delegates Brink and Bryan
4 on February 8, 1999)
5 (Patron Prior to Substitute––Delegate Purkey)
6 A BILL to amend and reenact §§ 32.1-137.6, 32.1-137.15 and 38.2-5804 of the Code of Virginia and to
7 amend the Code of Virginia by adding in Title 38.2 a chapter numbered 59, consisting of sections
8 numbered 38.2-5900 through 38.2-5905, relating to review of adverse utilization review decisions;
9 review of claims appeal by an independent external panel, Managed Care Ombudsman.

10 Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia:
11 1. That §§ 32.1-137.6, 32.1-137.15 and 38.2-5804 of the Code of Virginia are amended and
12 reenacted, and that the Code of Virginia is amended by adding in Title 38.2 a chapter numbered
13 59, consisting of sections numbered 38.2-5900 through 38.2-5905 as follows:
14 § 32.1-137.6. Complaint system.
15 A. Each managed care health insurance plan licensee subject to § 32.1-137.2 shall establish and
16 maintain for each of its managed care health insurance plans a complaint system approved by the
17 Commissioner and the Bureau of Insurance to provide reasonable procedures for the resolution of
18 written complaints in accordance with the requirements established under this article and Title 38.2, and
19 shall include the following:
20 1. A record of the complaints shall be maintained for the period set forth in § 32.1-137.16 for review
21 by the Commissioner.
22 2. Each managed care health insurance plan licensee shall provide complaint forms and/or written
23 procedures to be given to covered persons who wish to register written complaints. Such forms or
24 procedures shall include the address and telephone number of the managed care licensee to which
25 complaints shall be directed and the mailing address, telephone number, and the electronic mail address
26 of the Managed Care Ombudsman and shall also specify any required limits imposed by or on behalf of
27 the managed care health insurance plan. Such forms and written procedures shall include a clear and
28 understandable description of the covered person's right to appeal adverse decisions pursuant to
29 § 32.1-137.15.
30 B. The Commissioner, in cooperation with the Bureau of Insurance, shall examine the complaint
31 system. The effectiveness of the complaint system of the managed care health insurance plan licensee in
32 allowing covered persons, or their duly authorized representatives, to have issues regarding quality of
33 care appropriately resolved under this article shall be assessed by the State Health Commissioner under
34 this article. Compliance by the health carrier and its managed care health insurance plans with the terms
35 and procedures of the complaint system, as well as the provisions of Title 38.2, shall be assessed by the
36 Bureau of Insurance.
37 C. As part of the renewal of a certificate, each managed care health insurance plan licensee shall
38 submit to the Commissioner and to the Managed Care Ombudsman an annual complaint report in a
39 form agreed and prescribed by the Board and the Bureau of Insurance. The complaint report shall
40 include, but shall not be limited to (i) a description of the procedures of the complaint system, (ii) the
41 total number of complaints handled through the complaint system, (iii) the disposition of the complaints,
42 (iv) a compilation of the nature and causes underlying the complaints filed, (v) the time it took to
43 process and resolve each complaint, and (vi) the number, amount, and disposition of malpractice claims
44 adjudicated during the year with respect to any of the managed care health insurance plan's health care
45 providers.
46 The Department of Personnel and Training and the Department of Medical Assistance Services shall
47 file similar periodic reports with the Commissioner, in a form prescribed by the Board, providing
48 appropriate information on all complaints received concerning quality of care and utilization review
49 under their respective health benefits program and managed care health insurance plan licensee
50 contractors.
51 D. The Commissioner shall examine the complaint system under subsection B for compliance of the
52 complaint system with respect to quality of care and shall require corrections or modifications as
53 deemed necessary.
54 § 32.1-137.15. Final adverse decision; appeal.
55 A. Each entity shall establish an appeals process, including a process for expedited appeals, to
56 consider any final adverse decision that is appealed by a covered person, his representative, or his
57 provider. Except as provided in subsection E, notification of the results of the appeal process shall be
58 provided to the appellant no later than sixty working days after receiving the required documentation.
59 The decision shall be in writing and shall state the criteria used and the clinical reason for the decision.
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60 If the appeal is denied, such notification shall include a clear and understandable description of the
61 covered person's right to appeal final adverse decisions to the Bureau of Insurance in accordance with
62 Chapter 59 (§ 38.2-5900 et seq.) of Title 38.2, the procedures for making such an appeal, and the
63 binding nature and effect of such an appeal, including all forms prescribed by the Bureau of Insurance
64 pursuant to § 38.2-5901. Such notification shall also include the mailing address, telephone number, and
65 electronic mail address of the Managed Care Ombudsman.
66 B. Any case under appeal shall be reviewed by a peer of the treating health care provider who
67 proposes the care under review or who was primarily responsible for the care under review. With the
68 exception of expedited appeals, a physician advisor who reviews cases under appeal shall be a peer of
69 the treating health care provider, shall be board certified or board eligible, and shall be specialized in a
70 discipline pertinent to the issue under review.
71 A physician advisor or peer of the treating health care provider who renders a decision on appeal
72 shall: (i) not have participated in the adverse decision or any prior reconsideration thereof; (ii) not be
73 employed by or a director of the utilization review entity; and (iii) be licensed to practice in Virginia, or
74 under a comparable licensing law of a state of the United States, as a peer of the treating health care
75 provider.
76 C. The utilization review entity shall provide an opportunity for the appellant to present additional
77 evidence for consideration on appeal. Before rendering an adverse appeal decision, the utilization review
78 entity shall review the pertinent medical records of the covered person's provider and the pertinent
79 records of any facility in which health care is provided to the covered person which have been furnished
80 to the entity.
81 D. In the appeals process, due consideration shall be given to the availability or nonavailability of
82 alternative health care services proposed by the entity. No provision herein shall prevent an entity from
83 considering any hardship imposed by the alternative health care on the patient and his immediate family.
84 E. When an adverse decision or adverse reconsideration is made and the treating health care provider
85 believes that the decision warrants an immediate appeal, the treating health care provider shall have the
86 opportunity to appeal the adverse decision or adverse reconsideration by telephone on an expedited
87 basis.
88 The decision on an expedited appeal shall be made by a physician advisor, peer of the treating health
89 care provider, or a panel of other appropriate health care providers with at least one physician advisor
90 on the panel.
91 The utilization review entity shall decide the expedited appeal no later than one business day after
92 receipt by the entity of all necessary information.
93 An expedited appeal may be requested only when the regular reconsideration and appeals process
94 will delay the rendering of health care in a manner that would be detrimental to the health of the
95 patient. Both providers and utilization review entities shall attempt to share the maximum information by
96 telephone, facsimile machine, or otherwise to resolve the expedited appeal in a satisfactory manner.
97 An expedited appeal decision may be further appealed through the standard appeal process
98 established by the entity unless all material information and documentation were reasonably available to
99 the provider and to the entity at the time of the expedited appeal, and the physician advisor reviewing

100 the case under expedited appeal was a peer of the treating health care provider, was board certified or
101 board eligible, and specialized in a discipline pertinent to the issue under review.
102 F. The appeals process required by this section does not apply to any adverse decision,
103 reconsideration, or final adverse decision rendered solely on the basis that a health benefit plan does not
104 provide benefits for the health care rendered or requested to be rendered.
105 G. No entity performing utilization review pursuant to this article or Chapter 53 (§ 38.2-5300 et seq.)
106 of Title 38.2 Article 2.1 of Chapter 5 (§ 32.1-138.6 et seq.), shall terminate the employment or other
107 contractual relationship or otherwise penalize a health care provider for advocating the interest of his
108 patient or patients in the appeals process or invoking the appeals process, unless the provider engages in
109 a pattern of filing appeals that are without merit.
110 § 38.2-5804. Complaint system.
111 A. A health carrier subject to subsection B of § 38.2-5801 shall establish and maintain for each of its
112 MCHIPs a complaint system approved by the Commission and the State Health Commissioner to
113 provide reasonable procedures for the resolution of written complaints in accordance with requirements
114 in or established pursuant to provisions in this title and Title 32.1 and shall include the following:
115 1. A record of the complaints shall be maintained for no less than five years.
116 2. Such health carrier shall provide complaint forms and/or written procedures to be given to covered
117 persons who wish to register written complaints. Such forms or procedures shall include the address and
118 telephone number of the managed care licensee to which complaints shall be directed and the mailing
119 address, telephone number, and electronic mail address of the Managed Care Ombudsman, and shall
120 also specify any required limits imposed by or on behalf of the MCHIP. Such forms and written
121 procedures shall include a clear and understandable description of the covered person's right to appeal
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122 adverse decisions pursuant to § 32.1-137.15.
123 B. The Commission, in cooperation with the State Health Commissioner, shall examine the complaint
124 system. The effectiveness of the complaint system of the managed care health insurance plan licensee in
125 allowing covered persons, or their duly authorized representatives, to have issues regarding quality of
126 care appropriately resolved under this chapter shall be assessed by the State Health Commissioner
127 pursuant to provisions in Title 32.1 and the regulations promulgated thereunder. Compliance by the
128 health carrier and its managed care health insurance plans with the terms and procedures of the
129 complaint system, as well as the provisions of this title, shall be assessed by the Commission.
130 C. The health carrier for each MCHIP shall submit to the Commission and the State Health
131 Commissioner an annual complaint report in a form prescribed by the Commission and the Board of
132 Health. The complaint report shall include (i) a description of the procedures of the complaint system,
133 (ii) the total number of complaints handled through the grievance or complaint system, (iii) the
134 disposition of the complaints, (iv) a compilation of the nature and causes underlying the complaints
135 filed, (v) the time it took to process and resolve each complaint, and (vi) the number, amount, and
136 disposition of malpractice claims adjudicated during the year with respect to any of the MCHIP's
137 affiliated providers.
138 D. The provisions of Chapter 5 (§ 38.2-500 et seq.) of this title shall apply to the health carrier, its
139 MCHIPs, and evidence of coverage and representations thereto, except to the extent that the Commission
140 determines that the nature of the health carrier, its MCHIP, and evidences of coverage and
141 representations thereto render any of the provisions clearly inappropriate.
142 CHAPTER 59.
143 INDEPENDENT EXTERNAL REVIEW OF ADVERSE UTILIZATION REVIEW DECISIONS.
144 § 38.2-5900. Application of chapter; definitions.
145 This chapter shall apply to all utilization review entities established pursuant to Article 1.2
146 (§ 32.1-137.7 et seq.) of Chapter 5 of Title 32.1. The definitions in § 32.1-137.7 shall have the same
147 meanings ascribed to them in § 32.1-137.7 when used in this chapter.
148 § 38.2-5901. Review by the Bureau of Insurance.
149 A. A covered person or a treating health care provider, with the consent of the covered person, may
150 in accordance with this section appeal to the Bureau of Insurance for review of any final adverse
151 decision concerning a health service costing more than $500, determined in accordance with regulations
152 adopted by the Commission. The appeal shall be filed within thirty days of the final adverse decision,
153 shall be in writing on forms prescribed by the Bureau of Insurance, shall include a general release
154 executed by the covered person for all medical records pertinent to the appeal, and shall be
155 accompanied by a fifty-dollar nonrefundable filing fee. The fee shall be collected by the Commission and
156 paid directly into the state treasury and credited to the fund for the maintenance of the Bureau of
157 Insurance as provided in subsection B of § 38.2-400. The Commission may, for good cause shown,
158 waive the filing fee upon a finding that payment of the filing fee will cause undue financial hardship for
159 the covered person. The Commission shall provide a copy of the written appeal to the utilization review
160 entity which made the final adverse decision.
161 B. The Bureau of Insurance or its designee shall conduct a preliminary review of the appeal to
162 determine (i) whether the applicant is a covered person or a treating health care provider with the
163 consent of the covered person, (ii) whether the benefit or service that is the subject of the application
164 reasonably appears to be a covered service costing more than $500, (iii) whether all complaint and
165 appeal procedures available under Article 1.2 (§ 32.1-137.7 et seq.) of Chapter 5 of Title 32.1 have
166 been exhausted, and (iv) whether the application is otherwise complete and filed in compliance with this
167 section. Such preliminary review shall be conducted within fifteen days of receipt of all information and
168 documentation necessary to conduct a preliminary review. The Bureau of Insurance shall not accept for
169 review any application which fails to meet the criteria set forth in this subsection. Within five working
170 days of completion of the preliminary review, the Bureau of Insurance or its designee shall notify the
171 applicant and the utilization review entity in writing whether the appeal has been accepted for review,
172 and if not accepted, the reasons therefor.
173 C. The covered person, the treating health care provider, and the utilization review entity shall
174 provide copies of the medical records relevant to the final adverse decision to the Bureau of Insurance
175 within ten working days after the Bureau of Insurance has mailed written notice of its acceptance of the
176 appeal. The confidentiality of such medical records shall be maintained in accordance with the
177 confidentiality and disclosure laws of the Commonwealth. The Bureau of Insurance or its designee may,
178 if deemed necessary, request additional medical records from the covered person, any treating health
179 care provider or the utilization review entity. Failure to comply with such request within twenty working
180 days from the date of such request may result in dismissal of the appeal or reversal of the final adverse
181 decision in the discretion of the Commission.
182 § 38.2-5902. Appeals; impartial health entity.
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183 A. The Bureau of Insurance shall contract with one or more impartial health entities for the purpose
184 of performing the review of final adverse decisions. The Commission shall adopt regulations to assure
185 that the impartial health entity conducting the review has adequate standards, credentials and
186 experience for such review. The impartial health entity shall examine the final adverse decision to
187 determine whether the decision is objective, clinically valid, compatible with established principles of
188 health care, and appropriate in light of the contractual obligations of the utilization review entity. The
189 impartial health entity shall review the written appeal; the response of the utilization review entity; any
190 affidavits which either the covered person, the treating health care provider, or the utilization review
191 entity may file with the Bureau of Insurance; and such medical records as the impartial health entity
192 shall deem appropriate. The impartial health entity shall issue its written recommendation affirming,
193 modifying or reversing the final adverse decision within sixty days of the acceptance of the appeal by
194 the Bureau of Insurance. The Commission, based upon such recommendation, shall issue a written
195 ruling affirming, modifying or reversing the final adverse decision. Such written ruling shall not be
196 construed as a final finding, order or judgment of the Commission. The Commission's written ruling
197 shall carry out the recommendations of the impartial health entity unless the impartial health entity
198 exceeded its authority, acted arbitrarily or capriciously, or abused its discretion. The written ruling of
199 the Commission shall bind the covered person and the utilization review entity to the extent to which
200 each would have been obligated by a judgment entered in an action at law with respect to the final
201 adverse decision.
202 B. The Commission shall contract with one or more impartial health entities such as medical peer
203 review organizations, independent utilization review companies, or other health care entities which the
204 Commission shall determine to possess the necessary credentials and otherwise to be qualified to
205 perform such review. Prior to assigning an appeal to an impartial health entity, the Commission shall
206 verify that the impartial health entity conducting the review of a final adverse decision has no
207 relationship or association with (i) the utilization review entity, or any officer, director or manager of
208 such utilization review entity, (ii) the covered person, (iii) the treating health care provider, or any of its
209 employees or affiliates, (iv) the medical care facility at which the covered service would be provided, or
210 any of its employees or affiliates, or (v) the development or manufacture of the drug, device, procedure
211 or other therapy which is the subject of the final adverse decision.
212 C. There shall be no liability on the part of and no cause of action shall arise against any officer or
213 employee of an impartial health entity for any actions taken or not taken or statements made by such
214 officer or employee in good faith in the performance of their powers and duties.
215 D. Any managed care health insurance plan licensee that is required to provide previously denied
216 services as a result of the review by the impartial health entity shall be subject to payment of such fees
217 as the Commission shall deem appropriate to cover the costs of the review.
218 § 38.2-5903. Assessment to fund appeals.
219 A. Each licensed insurer, health maintenance organization, and health services plan doing business
220 in the Commonwealth by writing any type of insurance as defined in § 38.2-109 shall pay, in addition to
221 any other assessments provided in this title, an assessment in an amount not to exceed 0.015 percent of
222 the direct gross premium income during the preceding calendar year. Such assessment shall be based
223 upon the anticipated costs attributable to implementation of the review of final adverse decisions by the
224 Bureau of Insurance pursuant to this chapter, adjusted for actual receipts and expenditures in the prior
225 fiscal year. The assessment shall be apportioned and assessed and paid as prescribed by § 38.2-403.
226 B. The assessment shall be collected by the Commission and paid directly into the state treasury and
227 credited to the fund for the maintenance of the Bureau of Insurance as provided in subsection B of
228 § 38.2-400.
229 § 38.2-5904. Managed Care Ombudsman established; responsibilities.
230 A. The Office of Managed Care Ombudsman is hereby created within the Bureau of Insurance. The
231 Managed Care Ombudsman shall promote and protect the interests of covered persons under managed
232 health insurance plans in the Commonwealth. All state agencies shall assist and cooperate with the
233 Managed Care Ombudsman in the performance of his duties under this chapter. The definitions in
234 § 32.1-137.7 shall have the same meanings ascribed to them in § 32.1-137.7 when used in this section.
235 B. The Managed Care Ombudsman shall:
236 1. Assist covered persons in understanding their rights and the processes available to them according
237 to their managed health insurance plan.
238 2. Answer inquiries from covered persons and other citizens by telephone and electronic mail.
239 3. Provide to covered persons and other citizens information concerning managed care health
240 insurance plans and other utilization review entities upon request.
241 4. Develop information on the types of managed health insurance plans available in the
242 Commonwealth, including mandated benefits and utilization review procedures and appeals.
243 5. Make available, either separately or through an existing Internet web site utilized by the Bureau
244 of Insurance, information as set forth in subdivision 4 and such additional information as he deems
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245 appropriate.
246 6. In conjunction with complaint and inquiry data accordance with § 38.2-5804, maintain data on
247 inquiries received, the types of assistance requested, any actions taken and the disposition of each such
248 matter.
249 7. Upon request, assist covered persons in using the procedures and processes available to them
250 from their managed health insurance plan, including all utilization review appeals. Such assistance may
251 require the review of insurance and health care records of a covered person, which shall be done only
252 with that person's express written consent. The confidentiality of any such medical records shall be
253 maintained in accordance with te confidentiality and disclosure laws of the Commonwealth.
254 8. Ensure that covered persons have access to the services provided through the Office and that the
255 covered persons receive timely responses from the representatives of the Office to the inquiries.
256 9. Provide assessments of proposed and existing managed care health insurance laws and other
257 studies of managed care health insurance plan issues upon request by any of the standing committees of
258 the General Assembly having jurisdiction over insurance or health or the Joint Commission on Health
259 Care.
260 10. Monitor changes in federal and state laws relating to health insurance.
261 11. Report annually on his activities to the standing committees of the General Assembly having
262 jurisdiction over insurance and over health and the Joint Commission on Health Care by December 1 of
263 each year, which report shall include a summary of significant new developments in federal and state
264 laws relating to health insurance each year.
265 12. Carry out activities as the Commission determines to be appropriate.
266 § 38.2-5905. Rules and regulations.
267 The Commission shall promulgate regulations effectuating the purpose or this chapter. Such
268 regulations shall include (i) provisions for expedited consideration of appeals in cases involving
269 emergency health care and (ii) standards, credentials and qualifications for impartial health entities.
270 2. That the State Corporation Commission shall promulgate the first set of regulations to
271 implement the provisions of Chapter 59 of Title 38.2 of this act to be effective within 280 days of
272 the enactment of this provision.
273 3. This act shall take effect on July 1, 1999; however, the appeal processes set forth in Chapter 59
274 of Title 38.2 of this act shall not take effect until the earlier of (i) ninety days following the
275 promulgation of regulations by the State Corporation Commission as set forth in § 38.2-5905 or
276 (ii) July 1, 2000.
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